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BEWARE of fake
Berco PRODUCTS!
Over the last few decades, the world
scenario has undergone radical
transformations. The arrival on the
world stage of players such as China,
India and Brazil has caused drastic
fluctuations in the previously existing
consolidated trade situation, leading
to large-scale changes in the balance
of forces governing supplies and
sales. With particular reference to
the cracks that have formed in the
Great Wall and the resulting
c o nt i nuo u s o u t f l o w of ne w
competitors – and, at times,
questionable trading ethics – the
Berco undercarriage components
market has been subject to numerous
cases of faked brand names, a
phenomenon that seems to be still
on the increase.
From the engineering and
manufacturing point of view, in most
cases noted so far the faking has
taken the form of an approach to the
retailer/end customer by people
actually claiming to be Berco agents
or personnel, offering "Berco"
products at extremely low prices. A
significant example of this arose
when Berco Product Support was
visiting a mine in Vietnam together
with the dealer USG, and it came to
light that, a month earlier, a group
people of Asian origin wearing
Berco-branded clothing had appeared
on the scene offering to supply items
at reduced prices. Sometimes, as in
this case, the trick doesn't work, but
in other cases, unfortunately, it does,

creating considerable problems for
both Berco and the customer. The
customer finds himself using a
product that has been purchased with
a set of specific expectations in mind
which, obviously, doesn't live up to
the expected quality standards and
usually results in the generation of
huge operating costs and machine
downtimes. Berco, as well as losing
revenue, risks damaging its image
seriously if the fake isn't detected.
The fake products come almost
entirely from the Far East –
predominantly China and Korea.
From the technical point of view,
we're talking about very poor quality
materials, unstable processes and
extremely low quality products, way
below the already minimal production
quality standards for that part of the
world. The fake manufacturers'
profound lack of knowledge of the
i nt e nde d u s e a nd re q u i re d
characteristics of these kinds of
components is hugely evident, to the
extent of having rollers without a
trace of heat treatment or with whole
centimeters of end clearance, and
other such technically paradoxical
situations.
The widely differing
cases of faking can be
divided into two macrocategories: products
with logos or names
similar to the original
Berco one ("Beco",
"Resco"...), and
radically faked products
with copied Berco
stamps or "made in
Italy" text. In some
"exemplary" cases,
even the casting code
and the sub-component
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supplier logos have been copied.
For some time now Berco Product
Support has been committed to
heightening customer awareness
about this kind of problem. Examples
of original Berco stamps are shown
in photographs, emphasizing the fact
that the actual position of the brand
on the component and the size of
the characters are set in the technical
design, whereas for cast and supplied
sub-components, Berco demands,
and checks, that the geometry and
positioning of the stamping conforms
to the technical specifications in the
technical design. Should any doubts
arise about the authenticity of a
product bearing the Berco logo, the
Berco Product Support service is
always at hand.
We remind customers that the only
really effective precaution that can
be taken against this kind of faking
is to insist on being supplied always
and exclusively by official Berco
dealers.
Stefano Vecchiatini
Product Support
The name "Resco" is clearly a fake
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